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1.
Definition and Evolution
Not coherent
Not linear

The far right is not a singular phenomenon
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Rise of far right is not linear
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Average far right votes for 36 countries

Armingeon, Klaus, Virginia Wenger, Fiona Wiedemeier, Christian Isler, Laura Knöpfel,
David Weisstanner and Sarah Engler. 2017. Comparative Political Data Set 1960-2015.

Far right party performance in Legislative
elections across Europe- 2017 compared to
previous national election
(% votes cast)
SPD- Czech Republic

FPÖ- Austria
AfD- Germany
Progress Party- Norway

UKIP- UK
FN Round 2- France
FN Round 1-France
Patriotic Front- Bulgaria
PVV- Netherlands
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2.
Theoretical framework
Demand
Supply

3.
Puzzle on demand side and
dominant interpretation

The puzzle of the economic crisis and the
rise of the far right in Europe
Economic concerns
◦ Financial and economic crisis
◦ Economic insecurity rise
◦ Not just economic => also social breakdown
◦ Note: both absolute and relative deprivation SO not just during crisis
=> can happen with economic modernisation and/or unequal growth

Problems/criticisms
◦ Correlation between economic insecurity and national level far right
votes is low
◦ Many far right voters are not unemployed and/or on low income
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Dominant solution: new transnational
cleavage and cultural backlash
Conventional wisdom: phenomenon is new & about ‘new
Nationalism’ (sovereignty, anti-immigration, anti-elitism
◦ Uniform, linear and rising, caused by cultural insecurity

Two dimensions:

1. Ethnic competition
◦ Fear of loss of cultural identity
◦ Perceived incompatibility between cultures
◦ Perceived inability of certain groups to assimilate

2. Cultural backlash about broader value change
◦ Reaction against progressive cultural change
Indicators: Immigration, social values, education, mistrust in global/
national governance

4.
An alternative interpretation
Immigration not just cultural
Welfare state policies
Party strategies
Note: Series of (published and work in progress) papers provide support for
the following points – we show some evidence in next slides. See reference
list at end of presentation

Immigration not just cultural
Immigration matters – but it is not just about culture
◦ Immigration has both economic and cultural impact
◦ Large literature in economics analysing impact of immigration
◦ People also voice economic concerns about immigration

Implications for far right party success
◦ Far right success is a coalition of core voters – the ‘nationalists’ – and
non-core voters – the ‘materialists’
◦ Analyse relevance of economic and cultural concerns over
immigration for far right support using pooled survey data

Economic and cultural concerns over immigration and their impact on far
right party support – 2014 European Social Survey
Dislikes (<5 on 10
>4
points scale)
immigration’s
impact on economy
Voted far
right
Did not
vote far
right
Percentage
voted for
far right
TOTAL

Dislikes (<5 on 10
>4
points scale)
immigration’s impact
on culture

800

666

706

760

3634

9,034

2,604

10,064

18.04%

6.87%

21.33%

7.02%

4,434

9,700

3,310

10,824

Vlandas and Halikiopoulou (2017) The winning anti-immigration coalition: Concerns over
the economic and cultural impact of immigration and far right party success in Europe

Role of welfare state policies
Economic insecurity not just about economic performance

=> Policies and unions matter
◦ Economic&cultural insecurity increase probability of voting for far right
◦ BUT welfare state institutions and trade union membership on average
lower far right support

◦ AND social policies mediate impact of belonging to social risk group on
perceptions of economic insecurity
◦ THUS certain social policies mediate impact of belonging to social risk
group on probability of voting for far right parties
NB: we have evidence at both national and individual level
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Source: Halikiopoulou and Vlandas (2016) Risks, Costs and Labour Markets:
Explaining Cross-National Patterns of Far Right Party Success in European
Parliament Elections. Journal of Common Market Studies

Effect of unemployment on far right party votes conditional on
unemployment benefits in national elections of western and eastern
European countries since 1991
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Role of party strategies: a new winning
formula?
Not just about demand and policies, also supply

Far right parties increasingly able to draw on multiple
insecurities by using nationalism (populism might not be key)
to portray their solutions to these insecurities as effective and
legitimate
Main supply side changes
1. From extremism to radicalism => seems less illegimate, break with past
2. From ethnic to civic nationalism => attract beyond core voters
3. From market liberal to welfare chauvinists => capture those who are
economically concerned
=> (3) works well especially with demise of Keynesianism and move of Left to
centre; (1) and (2) makes far right parties acceptable to previously left wing
and/or working class voters (+ weakened unions)
Source: Nations and Nationalism

Conclusion 1: summary determinants
Rise of far right parties but differences across countries and
individuals
◦ Supply and demand
◦ Economy and culture

We need to supply alternative solutions to meet demand
drivers of far right support
◦ Immigration not just about culture
◦ Demand (economic insecurity) is not just a given: It is function of
policy choices/institutions (welfare state) and interest groups (unions)
◦ Two effects of adopting far right positions: obfuscation and
legitimation => balance positive on welfare, less so on immigration

Conclusion 2: what role for trade unions?
Direct effect of unions
• Unions politicise socio-economic -over cultural -dimension
• Strong social democratic union confederations significantly decrease
support for radical right
• Union members are significantly less likely to vote for radical right

Examples of indirect effect of unions on far right
• Stronger unions associated with more generous unemployment
benefits, higher job security and unions can limit liberalisation of EPL,
lower wage inequality, keep Left parties on left
• Other roles: Limiting anomy in deprived neighbourhoods? Fighting
privatisation of media? Limit wage competition (through bargaining
coverage)? Others??

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
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